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Today:
 Which are the advantages of using Big Data in 

evaluation? 

 What can evaluation give in return?

 Which challenges must be met to achieve more 
collaboration?



Big Data?
 IT organizations are experiencing growing needs for 

storage capacity, performance, functionality and 
flexibility that is reaching a breaking point for 
traditional storage approaches. Big data analytics, 
mobility and social platform integration have become 
an everyday requirement. (IBM)

 These data are also unique because they are “naturally 
occurring,” unlike survey data which result from the 
intrusion of researchers into everyday life. (Bail 2014, 
p. 469)



Is Big Data more than data?
"We define Big Data as a cultural, technological, and 
scholarly phenomenon that rests on the interplay of:

1. Technology: maximizing computation power and 
algorithmic accuracy to gather, analyze, link, and 
compare large data sets.

2. Analysis: drawing on large data sets to identify patterns 
in order to make economic, social, technical, and legal 
claims.

3. Mythology: the widespread belief that large data sets 
offer a higher form of intelligence and knowledge that 
can generate insights that were previously impossible, 
with the aura of truth, objectivity, and accuracy.”

 Boyd and Crawford (2012: 663)



Big Data in evaluation?
 Data sources traditionally not used in evaluation (ex. 

some automatically generated)

 Digitalized records (ex. combined administrative 
records)

 New analytics (AI, machine learning, data science…)

 Data does not have to be strictly organized



Why Big Data in evaluation?
 There are calls for:

 Ex ante: Quicker delivery of results (RTE etc.)

 Ex post : More generalizable evidence (metaanalysis
etc.): Campbell Collaboration, EPPI, 3ie

 Big Data can offer:
 Real-time data

 Predictive modelling

 Larger data sets

 Potentially powerful statistical analyses (precision)



Why Big Data in evaluation?
 Design challenges:

 Defining a counterfactual
 Identifying unintended outcomes

 Data challenges:
 Mirror difficult-to-study phenomena
 Cost of data collection
 Sample selection bias 

 Dissemination of results:
 Data visualization

 Competition…







Technologies to generate
supplementary data
 Social Media Survey Apps (Bail 2015):

 request permission to access public and nonpublic data 
from users of an organization’s social media page and 

 distribute a survey among the users to capture 
additional data of interest to a researcher.
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Why evaluation in Big Data?
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Correlation vs. causation
”Correlation supersedes causation, and science can 
advance even without coherent models, unified theories, 
or really any mechanistic explanation at all. There’s no 
reason to cling to our old ways” (Anderson 2008)



4 misconceptions about Big Data
(Lemire – Petersson 2017)

1. A shift from theory to data-driven knowledge 
production

2. A shift from causation to correlation

3. A shift from samples to total populations (n=All)

4. A shift from clean to messy data



Simpson’s paradox
 Is a frequently cited reason why causation cannot be 

reduced to correlation

 Morris Cohen and Ernst Nagel (1910) studied death
frequencies for tuberculosis. Death rates…

1. For afro americans: lower in Richmond than in New 
York. 

2. For caucasians: lower in Richmond than in New 
York. 

3. For afro americans and caucasians: higher in 
Richmond than in New York. 



Google flu trends revisited …
 In 2008: most accurate predictions

 But difficult to repeat this success

 Algorithm dynamics? (Lazer et al., 2014)

 Changes in the knowledge base of users?



Objectives in RBM and evaluation?
 We wish to influence reality:

 Not correlations – but mechanisms: the responses of 
individuals

 Which parts of a program activate mechanisms?

 Would another program activate the same mechanisms?

 Again – we will need theory!





”Digital smoke signals”: theory!
The invisible descent into poverty:

1. Additional income, reduced expenses, help from 
family and friends

2. Spending of savings, new debts, sell property

3. Children are not sent to school etc.



Evaluator competencies
 Identifying informational needs

 Understanding theories of the intervention: ToC etc.

 Utilizing social scientific theory

 Utilizing causality theories (design)

 Managing primary data: Big Data + Small Data

 Estimating validity and reliability risks : Construct
validity potentially increasingly important



Evaluator competencies
 Ethical concerns

 Making value judgements

 Making sure results are used: ”People, people and 
people”

 Etc.!

Conclusion: There are important synergies!



Challenges: evaluators
 Learn about new designs and tools

 Update statistical skills

 Broaden our role in the policy process: Ex-ante 
discussions

 Update our ethical guidelines?

 Market our strengths!



Challenges: updated ecosystem
 Academic training that combines Big Data and 

evaluation approaches and methods

 Funding for collaborative research

 Organizational structures in government agencies that 
facilitate cooperation and convergence

 Open data access for all sectors

 Data sharing partnerships

 Federated learning (GDPR)



Challenges: managers
 Realise complementarities

 Build joint teams for evaluative inquiry (not separate
departments)

 Helps form a common language!

 Data sharing partnerships

 Data readiness – Outsourcing of analytics?



Challenges: commissioners
 Realise complementarities

 Enhance collaboration and convergence through ToRs

Forss – Norén (2017):

 studied 25 ToRs from international development
agencies

 75% contained detailed prescriptions for design and 
data collection – frequently closing the door for Big 
Data.



Summarizing words
 The public sector has much to gain from collaboration

between the evaluation and Big Data communities

 Evaluators have much to learn – and much to give

 We need an ecosystem that enhances collaboration 
and convergence, regarding for instance:

 academic training

 research funding

 organizational structures

 commissioning practices



Thanks for listening!
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